
 

 

How To Select The Right Chiller  
For Your Application.

Understanding the application is the key to selecting the proper chiller in terms of price and performance. Not 
only should the chiller performance meet your needs, it should not include options and features that are not needed.  
By understanding your application, Drake can assist you in getting the best Chiller that fits your needs. Of course no  
on-line tool or application can handle every application situation, so if you need more assistance, please contact Drake at  
888-289-7299 for more help.

BTU/Hr = (Inlet - Outlet)* 

Flow Rate* 500 =                        

Other Information:

 1. LOAD 

 7. Controls

2.  Condenser 
Cooling Method

4.  Fluid to be 
Processed

6.  Tank  
Selections

5.  Available 
Electrical

3.  Split or  
Packaged

Inlet Temp:                                          

Outlet Temp:                                            

Flow Rate:

Packaged (Smallest Footprint):                Split System: 

Electrical Requirements (Voltage/Phase/Hertz): 

Turn over to complete

Process Chiller / Recirculation Tank:                    No Tank: 

Reservoir Tank:                                                 

Tank Type:   Polyethylene:                  Stainless Steel:

Basic Controls:                     Remote Controls: 

On-Line Controls:                 Linked to Building System: 

Air Cooled:                       - or -       Water Cooled:                              

Max Ambient Air:                                          
 (Std = 95oF)

Elevation (when above 3000 ft.):

Water: 

Propylene Glycol:                    % 

Ethylene Glycol:                       %      

(open loop systems only)

Click Here For  
More Information  
About LOAD 

?

Click Here For 
Air Cooled or  
Water Cooled? 

?

Click Here For 
More About 
Split vs Packaged 

?

Click Here For 
More Information ?

Do I Need a Tank  
and If So,  
What Type? 

?

Click Here to  
Learn More about  
Control Options 

?



8.  Is the LOAD 
Consistent?

10.  Process   
Pumps 

11.  Other  
Available 
Options

You’re Done!
Send this  
information to 
Drake for your  
Quote.

9.  Low Ambient 
Temp. Controls

How To Select The Right Chiller For Your Application. (Continued)

Unit Runs Continuously: 

Unit Runs Intermittently in Full and Off: 

LOAD Varies During Operation:

What is the Lowest Ambient Operating Temperature 

the Chiller will be Running?

Process Pumps:        Yes                   No

Dual Pumps / Manual Changeover:                 

Dual Pumps / Auto Changeover: 

 
Electrical Upgrades: 

Fused Disconnect: 

Phase Monitor: 

Condenser Protections: 

HeresiteTM Coating:                Gold Fins:               Copper Fins: 

Tank / Pump Upgrades (Available on units with tanks or pumps only): 

Tank Site Glass: 

Tank Low Level 
Alarm with 
Dry Contacts:

 

 

Installed 115V Service Outlet: 

Compressor Fusing:

 

Pressure Gauges: 

Low Flow By Pass: 

 

Flow Meters: 
 
City Water Change 
Over Valves: 

Send To: Fax To:
(215) 638-5518

Email To:
drakesales@drakechillers.com

2900 Samuel Drive •  Bensalem, PA 19020
(888) 289-7299  •  Fax: (215) 638-5518
www.drakechillers.com

Why Does It 
Matter if LOAD is 
Consistent or Not? 

?

Why Is This 
Important? 
Click Here 

?

More Information 
On Pumps ?

More Information 
on Condenser 
Protections 

?



Load:
Load is the energy that will pass from the fluid to the chiller. It is best defined in term of the change in 
temperature of the fluid and the flow rate. When selecting a chiller supplying air coils in comfort cooling, the 
manufacturer of the air coils will usually provide this information. When creating a process chiller for cooling 
a piece of machinery, often the BTU/hr are given directly. However even if the BTU’s are provided, it is critical 
to provide the fluid temperature at which the end the unit BTU’s will be transferred as this will impact chiller 
sizing.

Many Chillers are defined in terms of nominal performance. For example a 10 Ton chiller will provide at least 
120,000 BTU/hr at nominal conditions. The leaving fluid temperature at nominal is 44 or 45 degrees F. Leaving 
fluid temperature can significantly impact the total BTU rate. A 10 Ton nominal chiller at 35 degree leaving 
fluid temperature only provides 8 tons of cooling. To size the chiller correctly, we need to determine the BTU 
load and the leaving fluid temperature.

To remove, heat from the fluid, the chiller must transfer the heat to another medium, Drake offers both air and 
water cooled condensers. The temperature of the medium impacts the ability to transfer the heat. The higher 
the ambient temperature, the harder the chiller will have to work to make the transfer.

When given the actual performance conditions, Drake quotes always provides the detailed performance of
the chiller at those conditions.

Back 



Condenser Cooling Method (Air-Cooled vs Water-Cooled):

There are air-cooled chillers and water-cooled chillers. There are advantages and disadvantages to both types 
and will depend greatly on the application the chiller will be used for.

Back 

Advantages of Air-Cooled Chillers
• Install cost is generally lower
• Less maintenance depending on application
• No need for a mechanical room
• Cooling Tower not needed
• Condenser pumps not required

Advantages of Water-Cooled Chillers
• Usually have a longer life
• Higher efficiency
• Indoor placement
• Larger tonnage capabilities
• Refrigeration containment

Disadvantages of Air-Cooled Chillers
• Generally less efficient
• Life span is not as long
• Usually have more operating noise

Disadvantages of Water-Cooled Chillers
• Additional maintenance costs
• Water treatment costs
• Mechanical room needed
• Water cost may be a consideration



Back 

Packaged vs Split-System Chiller Configurations:
Two configuration types for chillers

Package Chiller: In this configuration all the chillers major refrigeration components are located within one 
cabinet. Package configurations are the most common because of simpler installation and lower overall cost. 
It common for both water-cooled and air-cooled chiller types to be produced as packed configurations.

Split-System Chiller: This configuration type refers to some portion of the chiller system being remote 
mounted such as an air-cooled condenser. Split-system chillers can offer some advantages when weight or 
space are a concern. Split-system configurations tend to be of an air-cooled chiller type.
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Water, Proylene Glycol or Ethylene Glycol:
If your chiller is exposed to freezing ambient conditions, you must protect your system with glycol. 
If your chilled-water supply temperature is 50 degrees F (10 de grees C), it is likely that you will need 
antifreeze.” If leaving chilled-water temperatures is below 50 degrees, problems could develop. “It is likely 
that quick freezing of the plates in the evaporator can be robbing system efficiency — or, worse yet, causing 
permanent damage to the heat exchanger itself,” due to cracks and subsequent leaks caused by expansion of 
the freezing water. Propylene Glycol and Ethylene Glycol are the two most used types of glycols.

Propylene Glycol
If contact with food or potable water is possible, propylene glycol is the clear choice.

Ethylene Glycol
Less antifreeze of Ethylene Glycol is needed to achieve the sam e freeze point as Propylene Glycol. Ethylend 
Glycol should never be used in any food or drink proce ssing system.

IMPORTANT: It is very important to use the proper percentage of “glycol-to-water” in your system. Not 
enough glycol could lead to the system freezing up and possibly causing your chiller evaporator to rupture 
internally. Too much glycol will drastically reduce your chiller systems efficiency.
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Do I need a tank? How do I know what type?
Steps and questions to help determine if a tank is necessary and the best type of tank for your 

process when selecting Drake equipment.

1. Potential reasons for selecting a tank:

• Accurate or tight temperature control • High temperature differences
• Process return temperatures over 70°F  • Varying load
• Capacity control  • Varying process flow/or stop and start
• Load buffering  • Increasing process fluid volume 

2.  Is your system (process or whatever it is that you are cooling) open loop (open to the 
atmosphere) or closed loop (pressurized non- vented)?

a)  For open loop applications you may use a Poly tank (open vented) OR a closed loop Stainless Steel tank 
(there is a valve at the top that can be opened for venting).

b) For closed loop applications you MUST use a Stainless Steel tank (pressure rated).

3. If a tank is required there are 2 basic types of tank applications listed below:

a)    Storage/Volume tanks are simply to add fluid storage or volume capacity in a process loop. This includes 
Drake models VPACT (Value Line) and FPACT (Fractional Line) w/onboard tanks.

b)  Recirculation/Mix tanks are required for any applications requiring a tank other than mentioned in item a) 
directly above. This includes Drake models PACT and EST/CS (Dual loop or Process Chillers) w/onboard 
tanks.

4.  VPACT and FPACT include an onboard open vented poly tank, process pump and castors.

a) VPACT models from 1.3hp w/6 gallon tank through 10hp w/31 gallon tank.
b) FPACT models from 1/4hp w/2.5 gallon tank through 1hp w/2.5 gallon tank.
c) For capacity requirements above items a) and b) above see 6. below.

5.  PACT, PWCT and EST/CS include an onboard stainless steel pressure rated tank, internal tank/
evaporator recirc pump (circulation only internal to chiller) available as follows below:

a) PACT available from 1.3hp w/30 gallon tank through 20hp w/135 gallon tank.
b) EST/CS, PWCT available from 1.3/1.5hp w/30 gal. tank through 24hp w/135 gal. tank.
c) For capacity requirements above items a) and b) above see 6. below.

6.  If you require a chiller with a capacity beyond those listed above w/onboard tanks then you may 
use a chiller and remote tank section. Drake offer’s two types of tank sections:

a) TSR for Tank Section Recirculation (True Process 4 connections).
b) TSS for Tank Section Storage (Storage/Volume 2 connections)

2900 Samuel Drive •  Bensalem, PA 19020
(888) 289-7299  •  Fax: (215) 638-5518
www.drakechillers.com
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 MORE CONTROL! 
Drake Gives You More Options to Connect 

and Control Your Chiller.

200 ft. of 
Ethernet Cable 

PSG MICRO 
(Our Standard Controller)
 

CHILLER GUARDTM

- Option

REMOTE MICRO
- Option

REMOTE CAPABILITY  
- Included for PC

OPTIONAL REMOTE PANEL  

CHILLER GUARDTM MCS 
- Option

Building Automation System Integration Building Automation System Integration

MCS MICRO 
(Our Premium Controller)

   ± 0.5°F Accuracy
   24 VAC control circuit
   Operating temp: -40°F to + 158°F
   Unlimited compr. control capability
   Custom programing for each chiller
   12 analog inputs (0-5VDC) & 4 digital inputs (0 or 5VDC) 
   10 relay outputs & 4 analog outputs (0-10VDC)
   Keypad w/ scroll through set-up
   3” monochrome graphics LCD screen
   Easy to change set-points
   Lock out relays for alarm conditions
   Real time clock with battery back-up
   Automatic power fail reset
   Expandable boards for additional I/O
   Manual control override for all components

   ± 1°F Accuracy
   24 VAC control circuit
   Operating temp: -40°F to + 160°F
   1 or 2 compressor control capability
   Auto lead / lag for dual circuit chillers
   Weather resistant for outdoor use
   Easy scroll through set-up and review
   Two LED display windows
   Displays temperatures & pressures
   Indicator lights for component operation
   Easy to change set-points
   Any alarm condition activates relay
   Indicator lights for alarm conditions
   Display flashes all chiller faults
   Monitor and logs compressor run hours

   Identical control & programming to chiller
   Same display as chiller micro
   Two LED display windows
   Indicator lights for component operation
   Easy to remotely change set-points
   Remote display flashes all chiller faults
   Indicator lights for alarm conditions
   Painted cabinet with pre-drilled mounting holes
   Only 1 cable required for installation
   200 ft ethernet cable provided
   Programmable lock out for "View Only Mode"

   Includes software supported for  
     computers running Windows®

   Accessible via local or remote  
    communication

   Micro monitors all alarms  
    and set-points

   Plots and logs chiller functions 
   Adjust your chiller from  

    anywhere over the internet
 

   Email and cellular texting alerts 
    for alarms

   Accessible via local or remote  
    communication

   1 cable required for remote usage
   Plots and logs chiller functions 
   Compatible with Windows®  & Apple® devices
   Adjust your chiller from  

    anywhere over the internet
   Alerts to anywhere in the world

   Email and cellular texting alerts 
    for alarms 

   Allows for minimal downtime  
    and quick response to  
    chiller faults

   1 cable required for remote usage
   Alerts to anywhere in the world 

   

   Able to seamlessly integrate with BAS systems
   Standard communication:  MODBUS RTU, Johnson N2, MCS IP, 

    BACNET IP, MODBUS IP and more!

   Can be field wired to have remote start / stop for the chiller 
    and / or pumps

 
Ethernet  

Connectors
 

 
MCS Screen Graphics 

 

 

 
Two LED Display 

Windows Flashes All 
Chiller Faults

 

For More Information Call: (888) 289-7299

Touch Screen  

 

Remote  
Alert System

 

Back 
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Inconsistent Loads:
In many refrigeration application, the systems are designed to run full on or full off only. The control units on 
these systems work with overlapping temperatures. For example, the unit turns on when the temperature is 45 
degrees and turns off when it is 40 degrees. The unit stays off until the temperature returns to 45 degrees. If 
the range of temperatures is narrow, the unit is forced to turn on and off frequently or short cycle.

In a process chiller, a water tank can be used as a large reservoir of temperature. This means it will take longer 
to heat up and cool down and help prevent short cycling. See more information on tanks. 

In many process applications the cooling requirements vary. This can occur when one cooling loop is cooling 
multiple processes and not all processes run at the same time. This can result in the need for a fraction of the 
chilling at times. This can accomplished by running the chiller at full power on and full power off, but it can be 
more efficiently controlled by running the chiller at fractional power.

Reciprocating compressors can be “unloaded” in this manner by by-passing cylinders. A (4) cylinder 
compressor can be unloaded to run in 25%, 50% or 75% mode depending on the compressor.

Drake also offers digital scroll compressors. These can be unloaded in a continuous range of 10% to 100% 
of compressor power. In dual circuit scroll systems, drake provides one standard compressor and one digital 
compressor. In this case the digital compressor would run in loads from 5% to 50%, then the standard scroll 
would then start on full power. The digital would then control the unit from 55% to 100%. These unloading 
options allow for the best match of performance to load in varying load conditions.
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Ambient Operating Temperature and Low Ambient Temp Controls
IF YOUR CHILLER IS EXPOSED TO FREEZING AMBIENT CONDITIONS, YOU MUST PROTECT YOUR CHILLER 
SYSTEM WITH GLYCOL.

Ask for information



Back 
Drake chillers can be equipped with a variety of process pumps with varying performance.    
Our most common pumps performances are listed below:  

The proper method to size the pump is to begin with the proper flow rate.   Drake determines the proper 
flow rate based on the BTU/hr the unit can produce, the fluid being pumped and the temperature differential 
desired.  
For example, the flow rate for a 10 ton unit, pumping water, and with a 10 degree temperature differential is: 

 Flow Rate = BTU/Hr /(Fluid Factor * Temp. Differential) = 120,000/(500 * 10) = 24 gpm

If you use a flow rate that is greater than this number, the temperature difference will not be maintained.     
A flow rate below that rate and the unit will produce more temperature differential than needed. When using 
the Drake quote form, the flow rate is calculated based off of the selected unit and the customer parameters.   
Once the flow rate is known, the next thing item is the required pressure. Design of a plumbing system  
is usually the realm of the contracting engineer. The pressure required at the pump must be high enough to 
overcome all of the losses in the piping system, It is not practical for Drake or the quote sheet to calculate 
the pressure losses through a plumbing system. There are several good web pages that can be used to help 
compute the pressure drops.  

Through years of chillers installations, Drake has developed the standard practice of using pumps which 
meet the proper flow at 30 psi. This level of pressure handles well over 90% of the installations we have 
seen. Under normal quoting, Drake quotes pumps rated at the flow rate at which they produce  30 psi which 
is roughly equal to 70 feet of head. To size the pump, simply select the smallest pump that exceeds the 
proper flow rate.  
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Condenser Protections:
The main reason why most condenser coils are coated is that they are located in a harsh environment. These 
environments can be natural (saltwater) or manufactured (chemicals), in either case, a coating can be a 
valuable option to choose and lead to increased unit longevity, maintained performance, and efficiency.

Heresite Coating: A unique baked on phenolic coating used to protect condensrs from external corrosion and 
is resistant to many corrosive environments. The HERESITE coating applied to finned tube coils is a flexible 
brown baked phenolic coating. This coating can be applied to either aluminum, copper or steel with equal 
results. HERESITE offers a more economical solution than special metals for these applications.

Gold Fins: The gold fin is a coating of anti corrossive paint over the alumunium fins.

Copper Fins: Ask for information 


